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. It ~s us.ually assumed that optically created carriers in a photoconductor rapidly thermalize to a Boltzmann 
distributIOn, regardless of the generation and recombination mechanisms. However it can be shown that 
this distribution whic~ i~ charac~eri.stic?f ~hermodynamic equilibrium is incompatibl~ with the requirements 
of steady state. A vanatlOnal principle IS mtroduced to find the steady-state distribution, which is found to 
~pproach the Maxwel.l-Boltzmann function in the limit of strong thermal scattering. Interband scattering 
IS fo~nd to be pote.ntJally a strong thermalizing influence, in addition to the intraband scattering usually 
considered. For a Simple model semiconductor, significant deviations from the Boltzmann distribution are 
found to be possible at temperatures below a few degrees Kelvin. This result is then discussed in connection 
with certain experiments on germanium. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ELECTRONS in donor traps or in the valence band of semiconductors can be liberated into the con-
duction band by the absorption of a sufficiently ener-
getic photon. This is the mechanism of photoconduc-
tiv~ty, a phenomenon which is of itself important, and 
whIch, moreover, has been useful in providing carriers 
for experiments on semiconductors at low temperatures. 
The purpose of this investigation is to find the effects 
determining the distribution function of the liberated 
carriers and to establish the equation by which it may 
be calculated. This is done supposing the absence of 
electric or magnetic fields. 
In the theoretical analysis of electronic properties 
under the conditions of low temperature and steady-
state illumination, it is usual to assume that the carriers 
are in the Boltzmann distribution so that n( f), the 
density of carriers per unit energy range, is given by 
n(f)=A exp(-4kT), (1) 
where A is an appropriate function of the illumination 
and of the density of states. Indeed, some definite func-
tion must be chosen in order that the conductivity, the 
lifetime, and other electronic parameters be calculable, 
and the Boltzmann distribution is a natural choice 
because it is known that electron-phonon collisions 
exert a strong and rapidly thermalizing influence. How-
ever, general arguments indicate that in any case (1) is 
only an approximation to the correct distribution func-
tion for steady state, and a rather poor one under 
certain extreme conditions. The reasoning is trans-
parent: the Boltzmann distribution (1) is a multiple of 
the equilibrium function describing carriers in the 
presence of the lattice, which is considered to be a heat 
bath because of the relatively large lattice specific heat. 
Therefore, the dilute electron gas describable by (1) 
cannot on the average either transmit heat to the lattice 
or absorb it from the latter. But the energy which the 
electrons absorb from the light source is independent 
of, and in general different from that dissipated in the 
recombination process, and unless heat flows between 
the conduction particles and the phonons, the former 
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will either gain or lose energy indefinitely, and will not 
be in steady state; Therefore, the steady-state distribu-
tion will not in general be a simple multiple of the 
Boltzmann distribution. 
The correct function may be obtained as the solution 
of a rate equation which expresses the fact that in 
steady state the net rate of change of the population 
of each cell in phase space must vanish. But because of 
the complicated electron-phonon interaction this equa-
tion is intractable except by numerical techniques. How-
ever, a variational procedure similar to Kohler's! is 
found to remove some of the difficulty and to ensure 
rapid numerical convergence. What is more, by the use 
of a simple trial function one can then variationally de-
termine the range of accuracy of the Boltzmann ap-
proximation (1) by analytical means, as in the example 
of Sec. III. When the experimental situation is such 
that (1) is no longer a valid approximation, unexpected 
results may occur such as in two interesting experiments 
discussed in Sec. IV, for which our calculations may be 
applicable. 
II. THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
If we neglect the exclusion principle for a dilute gas, 
the electrons are scattered by phonons and impurities 
according to the equation 
af(p)/ 
-- =L S(p,p')[e<'/kT!(p')-e</kT!(p)], 
at 8catt. p' 
(2) 
where the energies € and l are related to the momenta 
p and p', and where f(p) is the distribution in phase-
space and S(p,p') a symmetric kernel. The assumption 
is that the phonons are in thermal equilibrium. It is 
seen that the scattering rate vanishes when the electrons 
are themselves in thermal equilibrium, and also that for 
any!(p), particles are conserved, i.e., 
L af(p) \ =0. 
p at 8catt. 
(3) 
I See A. H. Wilson, The Theory of Metals (Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, New York, 1954), Chap. X. 
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Indeed, these three requirements are sufficient to de-
termine the form (2) of the scattering operator. 
Other processes which occur in the steady state are: 
(a) The generation of carriers (by optical absorption 
or any other means) at a rate 
a J(p) I = g(p), (4) 
at o.a. 
(b) and their recombination, occurring at a rate 
aJ(p) I 
- = - J(p)/7(p). 
at rec. 
(5) 
The fundamental equation for steady state is, of course 
aJI aJI aJI 
- +- +- =0 
at scatt. at o.a. at rec. ' 
(6) 
and upon substitution of the relationships (2), (4), and 
(5) this becomes the rate equation which must be solved 
for J(p). 
When summed over states and combined with Eq. (3), 
this equation also provides us with a useful sum-rule; 
(7) 
which may be used to check the accuracy of the solution 
J(p), or alternately as a boundary condition. 
The variational principle which relieves us from solv-
ing Eq. (6) is simplest formulated in terms of the 
function x(p), 
x(p)=J(p) edkT, (8) 
for which the scattering term becomes a difference op-
erator. Because of its simple relationship to J(p), we 
shall need to concern ourselves only with this new func-
tion. For example, x(p)=constant corresponds to the 
Boltzmann distribution (1), and deviations from the 
latter will show up in the momentum dependence of the 
x function. 
The rate equation is linear in the x function, so that 
by a simple quadrature one obtains a variational prin-
ciple, whereby the x function which maximizes <P is 
related to the solution J(p) of the rate equation by 





-t L S(P,P')[x(P)-X(P')]2}. (9) 
p' 
There is, of course, the possibility that carriers occupy 
two or more distinct bands, e.g., the valence bands of 
Ge. Our expressions are generalized to this case by sub-
stituting for p wherever it occurs, the four-vector (p,n), 
where n is a band index. This does not in any way alter 
the mathematical structure of the theory, and we shall, 
for the moment, continue to omit the band index. 
One can readily show that not only is <P an extremum 
when Eq. (6) is obeyed, but that this extremum is an 
absolute maximum. Let a trial function be xl, 
(10) 
where ~ measures the error intrinsic in the trial function 
and J(p) (although unknown) is supposed to be the 
solution of Eq. (6). We substitute (10) in Eq. (9), and 
use Eq. (6) to eliminate some terms in J(p). There 
remains, 
<P= Lp tg(p)J(p) e,{kT - Lp a[~2(p)/7(p)] e-,{kT 
+t Lp' S(p,p')[~(p)-~(p')]2}, (11) 
and because of the linearity of Eq. (6) there are no 
higher order terms in ~. This demonstrates that <P is 
maximal, with a value 
<Pmax=t L g(p)J(p) e,lkT, (12) 
if and only if ~=O, and the variational procedure of 
maximizing <P results in minimizing the error in the trial 
function. 
The variational principle makes it apparent that the 
Boltzmann distribution is generally correct in the limit 
of strong thermal scattering. For if in Eq. (9) we allow 
S to become infinite, then <P is finite only for the Boltz-
mann distribution and equals - CIJ for any other. In 
this extreme case where the rate equation itself is in-
determinate the variational procedure still provides the 
correct solution. We may also investigate the role of 
interband scattering in the same general way. For 
example, let us assume that interband scattering is 
weak, or absent. Then the equations decouple and a <P 
for each band can be defined and separately maxi-
mized; the distributions in each band are then independ-
ent. At the opposite extreme, let us assume very strong 
but elastic interband scattering. That is, 
S(p,n; p',n')rovo(Ep',n- Ep',n'), n~n'. 
Then <P will be maximal only if 
x(p,n)=x(p',n') whenever Ep,n= Ep'.n', 
and only if the x's are functions of the energy alone, i.e., 
x (p,n) = t( Ep,n)' 
The variational principle may then be solved for a 
single function t( E), once interband scattering has been 
removed from the problem by this choice of constraints. 
Finally, one notes that strong and inelastic interband 
scattering results in the Boltzmann distribution for all 
the bands, regardless of the relative strength of intra-
band scattering. This suggests that interband scattering 
might also play an important role in semiconductor 
transport phenomena, where it has been largely ignored. 
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III. BOLTZMANN CRITERION FOR A MODEL 
SEMICONDUCTOR 
As an illustration of this method we shall find a cri-
terion for the applicability of the Boltzmann-function 
approximation to steady state for a model semiconduc-
tor. We shall assume for the carriers a constant effective 
mass m. Because it is convenient to consider only acous-
tical phonon scattering, the effect of optical modes will 
be approximated by cutting off the generation function 
g(p) below the optical mode energy ftwo. Moreover, 
because of the rapid scattering of particles along con-
tours of constant energy, both g(p) and rep) may be 
replaced by their averages along such contours, gee) and 
r(e). The distribution will then be determined by the 
competition between the energy relaxation mechanism 
of acoustical phonons and the generation and recombi-
nation mechanisms, and elastic scattering is completely 
eliminated by the self-consistent choice of trial functions 
we shall make in Eq. (17). 
For the generation function, we simply let 
g(e) = constant e<ftw 
g(e)=O e~ftw, (13) 
where ftw measures the injected electron "temperature," 
and must not under any circumstances exceed ftwo, by 
our preceding arguments. 
For the lifetime, there is evidence2,3 that slow carriers 
are more efficiently trapped than fast ones. Indeed, the 
theory of Lax3 on giant traps indicates that carriers in 
the lowest levels of the conduction band are virtually 
captured by these traps; their lifetime is therefore zero, 
whereas the lifetime of energetic carriers may be millions 
of lattice collision times. Experiments by Koenig2 
suggest a lifetime dependence of the form (roughly), 
r(e)=e!/R(T). (14) 
In the capture process the binding energy must be dis-
sipated, and this results in the temperature-dependence 
of the coefficient R(T). 
This describes the sort of situation where the Boltz-
mann distribution seemingly cannot apply, else the 
system of conducting particles would gain energy at a 
rate of approximately !ghw ergs/sec. However, at 
reasonable temperatures, as we shall see, it takes only 
a minute modification of the equilibrium distribution 
to dissipate this heat to the lattice. Let us now consider 
the mechanism whereby this is accomplished. 
The scattering of carriers by lattice vibrations in 
typical semiconductors has been considered by Bardeen 
and Shockley.4 From their work on the deformation 




x {O( e' - e-nwq)op',p+liqe-·/ kT 




We shall assume that the phonon energy ftw q and mo-
mentum ftq are related by a constant speed of sound 
s=wq/q. Next, we note that the variational principle 
(but not the rate equation) may be simplified for a 
kernel of this form by the use of the identity, 
L L S(p,p')[x(p)-x(p')]2 
p p' 
=2 L L S(p,p')[x(p)-x(p')]2. (16) 
p p', E'>f 
By assumption, the x function must only depend on 
the kinetic energy of the carriers in the conduction band. 
We therefore let 
x(p) = a+bt( e), (17) 
requiring only that 
t(O)=O, t(e)~O. (18) 
The parameters a and b are to be determined varia-
tionally, and one notes that a measures the pure Boltz-
mann contribution to the optically created carrier 





we obtain the simultaneous equations 
L g(p)-b L [t(e)/r(p)] e-·/kT 
(20) a=------------
2 S. Koenig, J. Phys. Chern. Solids 8, 227 (1959). 
3 M. Lax, J. Phys. Chern. Solids 8, 66 (1959). 
(21) 
4 See W. Shockley, Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors (D, Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 1950), 
Chap. 17. 
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The sum-rule (7) is automatically satisfied by the solution to these equations. For our particular choice of rep) 
the denominator in Eq. (20) diverges, and the pure Boltzmann contribution, a, vanishes. When Eqs. (17) and (21) 
are combined with Eq. (9), the variational principle becomes the maximization of 
by means of the trial function t( ~). Here, integrals have 
replaced sums over states for the purposes of the calcu-
lation. B is a constant related to the strength of the 
scattering, and the ratio of scattering to recombination 
rates for a thermal electron is measured by the quantity 
r=BkT/R(T). (23) 
In our approximate analysis, this ratio need only be 
known to within several orders of magnitude and there-
fore its temperature dependence is irrelevant. In the 
case of germanium, it is valid to assume 102<r< 1010. 
The lower limit 0, on the scattering integral in 
Eq. (22) (as well as the upper limit) reflects the con-
servation of momentum and energy in the scattering, 




We note that ms2 is a very small unit of energy corre-
sponding to a fraction of a degree Kelvin, so that for 
all temperatures of interest 2kT /ms2» 1. 
The simplest satisfactory trial function for this prob-
lem is the unit step, 
t(~)=[2(~)=O ~<y 
t(~)=t2(~)= 1 ~>y, 
(25) 
where Y is the parameter to be determined variationally. 
This represents a displaced Boltzmann distribution, and 
a criterion for the applicability of the approximation 
(1) to f(P) can be taken as y«kT. 
At relatively high temperatures (kT"'-'hw), we can 
expect this criterion to hold, and so we look for a maxi-
mum of P at small y. Indeed, the denominator in 
Eq. (22) does pass through a minimum at a point which 
we denote YI, 
YI= (8V1r)-~ms2. (26) 
The corresponding value of P is a maximum, 
(4/9) (hw)3 
PI . . 
R(T) In[(kT/1.78ms2) (8V1r) I] (27) 
As the lifetime is allowed to increase (R ~ 0), PI will 
increase accordingly. Therefore, we see the trapping 
mechanism as the bottleneck in the diffusion of carriers 
through the states in the conduction band, and in this 
(22) 
temperature range a situation of quasi-thermal equilib-
rium can be readily achieved; that is, Yl«kT. 
At very low temperatures, however, it is found that 
y"'-'ftw yields a greater value for P. Denoting this point 
Y2, and setting 
Y2=ftw-Z, (28) 
we see that this second maximum occurs at 
d ( Z2 ) 
dz ez/ kT =0; 
i.e., at 
z=2kT, Y2=hw-2kT. (29) 
The trapping term scarcely contributes to P2, for which 
the thermal scattering is now the limiting factor. By 
direct calculation one finds 
4hw(kT)2 
P2==----------
eHw/kT[tBkT (8hw/ ms2)!] (30) 
It is at very low temperatures (where the exponential 
factor in the above expression becomes large) that P2 is 
expected to exceed PI and where Y2»kT will locate the 
peak in the distribution, rather than YI«kT. The tem-
perature To separating the two regimes is found by 
equating PI (To) to P2(To). That is, 
3.68(::OYeHw/kTo 
_ (8hw)l r (31) 
- ms2 In[ (kTo/1.78ms2)(8V1r)iJ· 
Above To the Boltzmann approximation would 
appear to be excellent, according to the criterion y«kT. 
Below To, however, the electrons are characterized by 
a distinctly "hot" distribution with a mean energy of 
order of ftw. 
Other than these qualitative observations, the in-
herent inaccuracy of the one-parameter solution pre-
vents one from drawing more detailed conclusions about 
the shape of the distribution. The temperature To is to 
be interpreted as an order-of-magnitude estimate of 
the highest temperature at which a highly non-thermal 
carrier population may be established. We now turn to 
a more general trial function so that we may have some 
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information about the shape of the distribution to 
supplement our knowledge of where it peaks. 
Let the new trial function be 
t(e)=O 
t(e)=1 
t(e)= 1+d Y2<e 
(32) 
where Yl and Y2 have the values given in Eqs. (26) and 
(29), respectively, which turn out to be optimum 
parameters in the present case as well. If we restrict the 
analysis to low temperatures (kT«hw) the ratio of the 
number n2 of carriers with energy '"'-'Y2 to the number of 
carriers nl with energy '"'-'kT will be 
(33) 
As we shall see, the temperature at which this ratio 
is unity lies very close to the solution To of Eq. (31). 
But in contradistinction to the previous trial functions, 
the present one changes continuously at To, and pro-
vides us with the means to estimate the ratio n2/nl in 
a continuous manner. Clearly, the Boltzmann criterion 
is satisfied if this ratio is much less than unity, whereas 
when it exceeds unity the distribution is nonthermal. 
It is a straightforward matter to maximize <P by 
means of the new trial function, for the integrals which 
occur have for the most part been evaluated in connec-
tion with the calculation of <PI and <P2. One finds for the 
optimum value of d, under the restriction kT«hw, 
1.23kT In[kT(8v2"r)i/1. 78ms2] 
d= exphw/kT. (34) 
hwr(8hw/ms2)! 
Writing this as do exphw/kT we may neglect the weak 
dependence of do on temperature and just use the fact 
that it is an extremely small parameter. And if we define TI as the temperature at which the ratio (33) is unity, 
the n we readily find that 
[1 (kTI)'J kT1=hw/ln do r;:; '"'-'kTo. (35) 
In terms of this temperature, the ratio (33) may then 
be expressed as 
n2 '"'-'exp[hw(_1 __ 1 )]. 
nl kT kTl 
(36) 
We see that for do sufficiently small this ratio may 
change by several orders of magnitude near To or T 1, 
and if one is interested in temperatures even only a few 
degrees above T I , the distribution is quasi-thermal by 
any criterion. 
So far, we have assumed that the distribution was a 
function of energy alone. Let us now assume, however, 
that because of some feature of the optical selection 
rules the excitation is anisotropic, say 
where go is the excitation denoted g in Eq. (13), 0 is a 
constant characteristic of the anisotropy, and It a direc-
tion cosine. We may choose a suitable trial function, 
such as 
and determine c variationally. An upper limit on c is 
obtained by neglecting elastic (impurity) scattering, 
and by a simple extension of the foregoing analysis one 
finds 
c/b=oXO(1/r) T> To 
c/b=oXO(1) T<To. 
(37) 
The magnitude of To depends in a negligible way on o. 
One concludes that a substantially anisotropic distri-
bution can exist only below To, and that above this 
temperature phonon scattering is effectively in the 
strong limit discussed at the end of Sec. II. 
IV. APPLICATIONS 
The first of two problems in which the foregoing 
analysis finds an application concerns the giant electron 
traps in germanium. The theory of Lax3 is in excellent 
agreement with experiments by Koenig2 for the tem-
perature range above 5°K, where a (positive) power 
law is found to describe the temperature dependence of 
the average carrier lifetime. Below this temperature the 
lifetime saturates (experiment) whereas it is expected 
to continue to decrease according to essentially the same 
power law as at higher temperatures (theory). However, 
the theoretically predicted lifetime is based upon a 
Boltzmann average and should be modified below To. 
This temperature may be readily calculated in this 
connection with Eq. (31), using Koenig's value of 
hw= klOO°K. For r in the range 10L 1010, one finds To 
in the range 2°K-8°K, in rough agreement with the ex-
perimental value. Below To, the variational calculation 
has indicated that few carriers will be present in states 
of high trapping probability, so that the average life-
time will not be expected to further decrease with tem-
perature, but rather to saturate as is observed. A direct 
experimental check of this proposed mechanism is pos-
sible because, to a good accuracy the present theory 
predicts that To scales with hw, provided To«hw. Thus 
if the temperature-dependence of the lifetime does 
saturate at To as we have supposed, then this saturation 
temperature can experimentally be doubled-or halved, 
by doubling-or halving the "electron temperature" hw. 
The second direct application of the calculation in 
Sec. III is to the theory of negative-mass cyclotron 
resonance in p-type germanium. The experiments of 
Dousmanis et al.6 have shown an emissive spectrum 
associated with hole carriers of negative mass. The 
theory analyzing this phenomenon6 makes it clear, how-
ever, that even carriers of negative mass must absorb 
6 G. C. Dousmanis et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 1, 404 (1958). 
6 D. C. Mattis and M. J. Stevenson, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 18 
(1959). 
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rather than emit resonant radiation, unless either (or 
both) of the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) The distribution is not a function of energy alone, 
(b) The resonating states do not exist above a certain 
energy Ec, and the distribution function satisfies the 
condition 
Neither condition can be satisfied above To. Below 
this temperature, however, both are possibilities. The 
first can be satisfied if g and T are not functions of 
energy alone; this is likely to be true to a limited 
extent. The second condition is met if Ec <hw; however, 
the existence and the value of Ec have not yet been 
established. 
